A series Zc° un, with partial sum sn = Zo M* is said to be summable by Norlund method defined by the sequence {pn} or simply summable (N, pn), if tn tends to a limit as ra-> oo , where This method of summability, known as harmonic summability, was introduced by Riesz in 1924 [5] . This method is regular [5] . We obtain another method of summation viz., (N, l/(ra + l))-& by superimposing the method (N, l/(ra + l)) on the Cesaro means of order one.
1.2. Let f(t) be a function which is integrable in the sense of Lebesgue over the interval (~ir,ir) and is defined outside this interval by periodicity. Let the Fourier series of f(x) be Recently Mohanty and Nanda [4] have proved that if (1.23) fix + t) -fixt) -I = xPit) = oUlog-J I as *-> 0 and a" & bn are 0(ra-5), 0 < 5 < 1, then the sequence j»B"(i)} is summable (C, 1) to the value l/ir. From this result they have deduced the Hardy and Littlewood's test for the convergence of the conjugate series (1.22).
The object of this note is to prove the following theorem:
then the sequence {nB"ix)} is summable (A7', 1/(k + 1))-G to the value l/w.
From this theorem we deduce Mohanty and Nanda's result by an application of a known Tauberian theorem for harmonic summability [3] . 2 . We shall require the following lemmas:
For all values of n and t
Lemma 3. IfO^t^ir/n, then
We know that log ra
Since the method of summation is regular, we have Applying Tauber's second theorem, we may deduce after Mohanty and Nanda [4] , the following well known criterion for the conjugate series: exists as a Cauchy integral at the origin, where 6(t) =f(x+t) -f(x -t).
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